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Purpose of this session

• Set out some of the key issues around the structure 
of outputs

• Discuss how to structure the outputs Network Rail 
should deliver as part of PR13

• Seek your views on the questions set out in our 25 
May PR13 consultation document
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Purpose of ‘outputs’ in PR13

• PR13 will set (quantified) obligations on industry for CP5.

• Resulting ‘output framework’ will have two related aims:

Motivate industry to deliver for customers and funders

Let customers & funders know what they can expect from industry

Now IIP Advice to 
governments HLOS Outputs 

consultation SBP Determin- 
ations

Jul 11 Sep 11 Feb 12 Jul 12 Aug 12 Jan 13 Jun & Oct 13

• Outputs high level timeline:
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What sort of output? (1)

• Outcome, output, indicator or input based measures?

→ e.g outcome – passenger satisfaction; output – PPM; 
indicator – track condition; input – track renewal volume

• Many measures (with performance judged in the round) or a 
few individually more significant obligations?

• Yearly or end-of-control period outputs?

• Company specific or whole-system measures?

→ e.g company specific – delay minutes; whole-system – 
PPM
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What sort of output? (2)

• Use composite indices to reduce the number of output 
obligations set while capturing some of the complexity of 
customer requirements?

→ e.g ‘overall equipment effectiveness’ used to measure 
utilisation of assets in manufacturing 
(= availability x performance x quality)

• Stretching outputs that form a key part of incentives on 
industry, or more conservative targets that stakeholders can be 
certain will be delivered?

• What geographical disaggregation of outputs would help 
you to plan?
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Experience of CP4?

• Predominantly a mix of 
output and input based, 
using whole system 
measures where a robust 
process for joint delivery 
existed (e.g. PPM).
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Experience of CP4?

Whole 
system

Company 
specific

Input Indicator Output Outcome

PPM

Delay 
minutes

N/w 
capability

Enhancement 
milestones

Environ- 
mental 
index

Asset 
condition

Safety risk
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Your views…

Outputs issues are considered in more detail in Ch 6 of our PR13 
first consultation, and in its Annex C.

• Outcome, output, indicator or input based measures?

• Many measures (with performance judged in the round) or a 
few individually more significant obligations?

• Yearly or end-of-control period outputs?

• Company specific or whole-system measures?

• Use composite indices?

• Stretching outputs or more conservative targets that 
stakeholders can be certain will be delivered?

• What geographical disaggregation of outputs would help 
you to plan?
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ORR PR13 consultation 
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Purpose of this session

• Discuss key issues about disaggregation of financial 
information and the price control to Network Rail operating 
route level and broader financial issues

• Seek your views on the questions set out in our 25 May PR13 
consultation document
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Accounting separation and financial 
transparency (1)

• Network Rail devolution
Network Rail is devolving management responsibilities to an operating 
route level to improve its responsiveness to customers at a local level
This devolution will be supported by the publication of operating route 
level financial information
This information will be audited and published for 2011-12 onwards

• The value for money study recommended the publication of regionally 
disaggregated whole rail industry revenues and costs to help:

inform decisions on the future structure of the rail industry;
improve industry planning;
improve partnerships and co-operation within the industry;
facilitate regional efficiency and revenue sharing mechanisms; and
support increased route level accountability and decision making.
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• Work to date on accounting separation and financial transparency
We have introduced a requirement for Network Rail to prepare regionally 
disaggregated  financial information for Wales, Merseyside and each 
operating route for 2010-11
These statements will be audited and published from 2011-12

• Next steps
We have had discussions with DfT, Network Rail, ATOC and train 
operators about developing and publishing regional whole industry 
financial statements
Our aim is not to develop complex whole-industry financial statements 
(e.g. P&L accounts or balance sheets) but for the industry to develop and 
publish a subset of key financial information to help improve 
understanding of regional railway performance
A number of issues will need to be resolved (e.g. what financial
information to include) and how to present information geographically 
across regions
Our current aim is for a first annual publication (of 2010-11 numbers) in 
early 2012

Accounting separation and financial 
transparency (2)
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Price control separation (1)

• Regulatory price controls serve a range of purposes including: 
providing the ability to undertake benchmarking, transparency, 
incentives and accountability

• Price control separation by geography already exists for 
Network Rail with largely separate controls for England & 
Wales and Scotland

• Separate controls also exist for passengers and freight and 
track and station access
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Price control separation (2)

• Separate controls for England & Wales and Scotland already 
involve: 

separate outputs and revenue requirements (including RAB, debt, 
expenditure)

separate provisions for dealing with risk and uncertainty (although the 
framework is largely the same)

separate monitoring and enforcement

• For PR13 we will review this approach to see if we should go 
further, e.g. separate efficiency assumptions for Scotland

• We are also considering whether to introduce some form of 
geographical price control separation by operating route (for 
England & Wales)
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Other aspects of the financial framework (1)

• Risk and uncertainty
Aim is to allocate risks to Network Rail where it is best 
placed to manage them

• Inflation
To what extent should Network Rail be compensated for 
inflation risk (general inflation and input prices)?

• Re-openers
Do the current re-opener mechanisms appropriate for CP5?

• Length of the control period
Is the current five year period appropriate?
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Other aspects of the financial framework (2)

• Unsupported debt
Should Network Rail move now to issuing debt without the 
government guarantee (PR08/CP4 policy)… If so, what 
provision is made for further developments in CP5?

• Amortisation
We plan to retain the same high-level approach to 
amortisation in CP5 that we introduced in CP4. What are 
your views?
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ORR PR13 consultation 
Incentives

Emily Bulman
London, 12 July 2011
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Forms of incentive

• Financial

• Licence and other legal obligations

• Reputational and other incentives

• We need to consider interaction between all 
incentives.  In a periodic review, we particularly 
focus on financial incentives

• The incentives are a key part of the overall 
package
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Incentives

• Network Rail’s incentives for efficiency

• Aligning incentives
Efficiency benefit sharing

Exposure to Network Rail’s costs at a periodic review

Sharing operators’ costs and revenues

• Schedule 8 – performance regime

• Schedule 4 – possessions regime

• Making best use of and growing the network

• Incentives to improve industry outcomes
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Network Rail’s incentives for efficiency

• Overarching “RPI-X” incentive…

• A challenging ex-ante funding settlement, 
containing efficiency targets, for delivery of 
specified outputs

• Network Rail is permitted to retain benefits of 
outperformance

Rolling capex incentives, to balance incentives over time

An issue for PR13 is to consider whether incentives on 
capex and opex are balanced

• Network Rail’s management incentive plan
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Aligning incentives to promote industry-wide 
efficiency

A key theme from the value for money study

• Mechanisms to consider
1. Sharing Network Rail efficiencies

2. Exposing franchise operators to changes in Network Rail’s 
costs at time of periodic review

3. Network Rail sharing operators’ costs and revenues

• Sources: vfm study and associated reports; LEK 
work on cost and revenue sharing
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Efficiency benefit sharing (EBS) mechanism

• Currently mechanism operates at national level, but 
is “switched off” for franchises let prior to CP4

• Mechanism requires joint working between ORR and 
relevant franchise authority

• For new franchises, we are considering a EBS 
mechanism that

operates at the level of the Network Rail route

measures Network Rail’s operating, maintenance and 
renewal costs relative to PR13 baseline

shares around 25% of outperformance with operators

may also share underperformance
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Exposure to Network Rail’s costs at a periodic 
review

• Current franchise provisions are designed to insulate 
operators fully for changes to charges made at a 
periodic review

• Any such proposal requires joint working between 
ORR and relevant franchise authority

• Possible forms of exposure:
Changes in variable usage charge (reflecting wear and tear 
costs)

Changes in proportion of fixed charge (reflecting all costs)

Changes in proportion of OMR costs
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Aligning incentives: sharing costs and revenue

Exposing Network Rail to 

• changes in operators’ costs
Network Rail is able to influence some costs, e.g. through 
timetabling; many operators costs are beyond its control

This approach requires significant oversight of operators’
costs 

• changes in operators’ revenue
Interactions with volume incentive, schedule 4 and 
schedule 8 are important

Difficulties with implementation
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Schedule 8 – performance regime

• Network Rail compensates each operator for losses resulting 
from delays and cancellations beyond the operator’s control, 

• It thereby reduces this substantial revenue / cost risk for 
operators

• It incentivises both Network Rail and operators to consider 
wider impacts of poor performance

• Complementary measures: targets, joint working

• Key issues for PR13
Whether to “turn off” regime for joint ventures etc
Whether rates should be set below revenue losses, so that 
operators benefit from improved Network Rail performance
Whether single payment rate per service group remains 
appropriate
Interaction with “schedule 9” of franchise – which adjusts for 
financial impact
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Schedule 4 – possessions regime

• Network Rail compensates operators for service disruption due 
to possessions

• It incentivises Network Rail to minimise disruption and plan and 
notify possessions early

• Complementary measures: targets, joint working

• Key issues for PR13
Whether to “turn off” regime for joint ventures etc

Whether rates should be set below the operators’ financial 
impact, so that operators also work to minimise the disruption

Possible return to free possession allowance

Interaction with “schedule 9” of franchise – which adjusts for 
financial impact
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Making best use of and growing the network

• Under existing structure of charges, Network Rail 
can have financial disincentive to accommodate 
additional traffic

• Volume incentive provides a counter-balance

• It is a lump sum payment at start of CP5 for traffic 
above CP4 forecast 

• We wish to consider whether incentives can be 
improved in this area
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Incentives to improve industry outcomes

• Incentives to encourage innovation and adoption of 
best practice

Vfm study proposes a rail innovation and growth team

Ofgem fund for innovative low carbon projects

• Incentives for greater energy efficiency
major changes to the charging regime for traction 
electricity

do not propose environmental charges for rail
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Consultation questions on incentives 
(paraphrased)

• Whether existing financial incentives could be improved

• Whether Network Rail’s incentives to make best use of capacity 
could be improved

• Proposal for an efficiency benefit sharing mechanism calculated at 
the Network Rail route level

• The degree to which franchised TOCs should be exposed to 
changes in Network Rail’s costs at a periodic review

• Whether Network Rail should share in train operator revenue and/or 
costs

• Bespoke arrangements for enhancement efficiency benefit sharing 
and additional measures to increase contestability of expenditure

• Any further new incentives
• Consideration of interactions between financial incentives and the 

wider regulatory framework
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ORR PR13 consultation 
Structure of charges

Emily Bulman
London, 12 July 2011
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Network Rail’s income (GB-wide)

30

Network Rail's total income in CP4 (2010-11 prices) 

Total track access 
charges income

27%

Grant income
65%

Other single till 
income

5%

Station long term 
charge

3%
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Charges income (GB-wide)

Network Rail's charges income in CP4 (2010-11 prices) 

Fixed charges
56%

Variable usage 
charge
12%

Traction electricty 
charges

12%

Capacity charge
10%

Station long term 
charge

9%

Other
1%
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Roles and responsibilities for setting structure 
of charges for PR13

……following an industry consultation

• We retain responsibility for:
setting charging objectives and guidance to Network Rail 

developing new charge proposals

auditing and approval of final charges

• Network Rail to develop proposals for existing 
charges in line with our charging objectives and 
guidance
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Developments since PR08

• CEPA study on possible options for charges

• ORR consultation on these options and on current 
structure of charges (July 2010)

• Policy developments
Rail value for money study

Department for Transport’s franchise policy (affecting some 
cross border services)

• Technical developments 
On-train metering

Discounts for modified vehicles
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Purpose of track access charges

Track access charges provide a basis for:

• a mechanism for Network Rail to recover the 
efficient costs it incurs in providing infrastructure 
used by train operators

• a means to allocate costs to, and be recovered from, 
those that cause those costs to be incurred

• price signals to train operators, their suppliers and 
funders to incentivise the efficient use and 
development of vehicles and the infrastructure

• incentives to Network Rail to outperform its 
regulatory determination
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PR08 charging objectives

• promote objectives of our statutory duties and be consistent 
with objectives of funders

• incentivise all participants to deliver efficient…

• … utilisations and development of the network

• … whole industry costs

• not discriminate unduly

• be practical, cost effective, comprehensible, and objective in 
operation

• be consistent with relevant legislation

• reflect the efficient costs caused by use of the infrastructure

• enable Network Rail to recover its allowed revenue 
requirement
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Main changes that we are considering

• Geographical disaggregation of the variable usage 
charge

• Strengthening incentives relating to use of capacity

• Improving incentives associated with charging for 
electricity for traction

• Open access passenger operators contributing to 
meeting infrastructure fixed costs

We are not proposing major changes for 
station charges or freight-only charges
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Variable usage charge

Current charge:
designed to recover Network Rail’s efficient operating, 
maintenance and renewals costs that vary with traffic

highly disaggregated by vehicle class – incentivises track-
friendly vehicles

does not vary by location

Possible changes:
Charge that varies according to track characteristics

Charge that varies by Network Rail route
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Charges for managing scarce capacity

• Current charges do not reflect economic value of capacity

• A scarcity charge would deliver incentives that

contribute to an efficient allocation of capacity on the 
network

provide Network Rail with signals about the value of 
accommodating additional demand

• CEPA study examined these issues, and we  consulted on them 
in 2010

• Revisit in light of McNulty study and DfT’s franchising policy – 
including level of detail of train service specification

• Also considering financially-neutral reservation charge levied 
for unused train paths
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Open access passenger operators

• Open access passenger operators only pay variable charges

• Competition between operators can deliver important benefits 
for passengers….but it also abstracts revenue from incumbents’ 
services, hence potentially funders’ budgets

• Reform to the charging regime could mitigate these effects, 
and thereby allow us to approve a wider range of open access 
services

• We have commissioned a study that is considering these 
options

average cost pricing (fixed cost fully allocated)
peak surcharge
charge at “auction value”
charge at opportunity cost to franchise

• We plan to publish our consultation on possible changes 
to the open access charging regime at the end of July
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Traction electricity charges

Current regime:
Treated as a non controllable cost for Network Rail

Charged using 
• modelled rates, with year-end reconciliation by geographic area; or

• metered consumption

On train metering is an important new development to incentivise
efficient electricity consumption

Proposals:
Encourage more on-train metering

Incentivise Network Rail: allocate volume risk between 
unmetered services and Network Rail

Allow Network Rail to recover costs for efficient levels of system 
losses
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Early caps on certain freight charges

• Open access passenger and freight operators are 
fully exposed to changes in variable track access 
charges made at a periodic review

• Freight operators may negotiate long term contracts 
with certain customers: need to take account of 
future charges

• We are considering setting a cap on the level of 
certain freight charges well in advance of the final 
determination…possibly in exchange for a wider 
package for freight, relating to whole industry cost 
reduction
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